Objectives
•

•

Suffolk, along with police forces across the
country, is experiencing the consequences
of County Lines drug markets and local urban
street gangs. These two threats generate drug
supply, exploit young and vulnerable persons,
create violence, as well as increase the likelihood
of firearm and knife related crime.
Operation Velocity is the Suffolk police response
to tackling the threat from class A drug dealing.
Our work with partner agencies continues to
co-ordinate safeguarding, enforcement, public
engagement and collaborative working in
addressing these threats.

To enhance community safety, by
making Suffolk a less viable County
Lines drugs market, and disrupt
urban street gang criminality and
harm.
To safeguard children, young and
vulnerable persons from being
exploited and prevent the grooming
of new victims.

Number of Suffolk
County Lines in existence
(as of Mar 2019)

•

To establish community engagement
and promoting collaborative working.

•

To improve understanding of gang
influenced drug markets and reduce
the risks.

•

To develop and maintain a
collaborative response to achieving
the tactical outcomes of an action
plan with external partners.

(Figures cover Sept 2018
- May 2019 countywide
sourced from Scorpion
teams that tackle
criminality, including
drug crime)

Estimated value of
drugs seized

Number of arrests

Cash seized
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“Suffolk has a vision to end the impact from street
gangs and ‘County Lines’ dominated drug markets
in our communities, preventing exploitation of
the young and vulnerable, anti-social behaviour,
associated violence and weapons crime.”

“The illegal drugs trade and associated criminal
activity is one of the biggest threats we face in
the county. Sadly, County Lines are impacting
on communities right across Suffolk and we
need to work together urgently to fight this.
Anyone who notices anything untoward should
contact the Constabulary or Crimestoppers.”

“We continue to work closely
with partners to reduce drug
related crime through effective
enforcement and providing
support to vulnerable victims.”

“Our teams are working relentlessly
to make Suffolk unattractive to
organised crime groups, not only by
dismantling their operations, but also
by educating our communities to
identify those at risk, and collectively
taking preventative action.”

“Policing alone will not solve the issue of
drug dealing in Suffolk and we need to
ensure everyone is playing their part to
protect the community from drugs. It is
about ensuring the next generation can
grow up in a safe county without fear of
violence or intimidation.”

What are County Lines?
‘County Lines’ and the supply of drugs is
effectively a gang of at least three people
who have established a drug market in a
rural town, with origins to an urban city
location. For example for Suffolk, it is
likely to be a gang from London with them
moving into local towns, predominantly
Ipswich, Bury St Edmunds and Lowestoft
to transport/sell class A drugs (specifically
crack cocaine and heroin). It’s a national
trend and all forces within the East are
aware and are tackling the issue. Mobile
phones are frequently used to facilitate the
drug deals and these are professional and
experienced gangs.

What does it involve?
Gangs typically use vulnerable young
people to deliver drugs to customers and
this can include deception, intimidation,
violence, and/or grooming. Knives are
the most common weapon however bats,
hammers and boiling water are also used in
county lines operating across the country.
The nature of this activity causes disputes
with other gang members or local drug
dealers for the custom and hence many
violent incidents occur because of this.

This is about gaining momentum and
fresh impetus in tackling drug crime and
supporting those who are exploited.
Through the combined energy and drive
of police and associated partners the focus
will be on the reduction of drug crime/use
and protecting the vulnerable and young
people through early interventions.
There will be some specific work with
partners around tackling youth gang
violence and the issues of drug dealing,

Q&A
building on the activity that has taken
place under Operation Woven in Ipswich
over the last few months, and developing
the recommendations of the current multiagency review that is underway looking at
this issue.

What will happen in the
future?

What role will partners play?

Velocity provides the opportunity to bring
this work together at a countywide level,
particularly with partners, so that there is
joint impetus on addressing the problem
from a long term perspective.

Each operation engages with a range
of partners at a tactical level including,
Housing, Local Authorities, Probation
Services, drug support agencies and
charities, Youth Offending Service, Children

and Young People’s Services and Health
and Mental Health.
These partnerships help vulnerable
individuals who are targeted and offer
them support to address their drug
dealing habit, or it can involve working
with partners to take positive action using
anti-social behaviour legislation to close
down premises that are being used for
drug dealing.
Likewise, Youth Offending and Children
and Young People’s services offer support
to teenagers who may either be offending
and / or going missing and are being
exploited by drug dealers. This work will
continue.

What role can the general
public play?
Local communities in Suffolk have an
important role to play in ensuring the
county is a safe place to live and work.
Help keep your area safe by telling us
what you know about drug activity near
you. Residents who are nervous about
providing information should be reassured
that information is treated seriously and in
the strictest of confidence.
We want to ensure the next generation can
grow up in a safe county without fear of
violence or intimidation. The police and
partners won’t tolerate it and you shouldn’t
have to either.

